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Geometry calculations were performed on pure BaCeO3 fragments and on Y- and In-doped derivatives. HF
and DFT approaches were used to investigate monoclinic and orthorhombic structures. The computational
methods, structural models, and electronic structure investigation protocols were tuned taking into consideration
and balancing the consistency of the results against the computational cost. The calculated structures and
energetics parameter, as well as the detailed orbital analysis performed on the corresponding BaCeO3 derivatives
allowed us to explain experimental findings and to develop a procedure to study the cationic octahedral
environment of doped X:BaCeO3 (X ) Y, In) and undoped BaCeO3 protonic conductors useful to interpret
experimental results and hopefully to design new experimental approaches. In detail, distances and angles of
the studied materials are easily captured in the frame of the HF paradigm even by using low-level ECP basis
sets. While, pure electronic-based approaches, involving the investigation of the Partial Density of States
resulting from the C-Squared Population Analysis, show that the dopant species must leave unchanged, or
even decrease, the local basicity of the oxygen octahedral environment in order to increase the conductivity
of the BaCeO3 derivatives. Whereas local structural changes that are not related to the basicity above affect
to a less, if not null, extent the conductivity of the same derivatives.

Introduction

Materials with high and pure protonic conductivity are sought
to improve major technological tools such as hydrogen sensors,
batteries, electrolyzers, and fuel cells.1-5 In this respect, much
research effort is addressed to find and/or optimize solid oxide
protonic conductors,3,6 aiming at achieving materials with high
conduction efficiency and structural/chemical stability. Among
the solid oxides, perovskite-type ABO3 materials exhibit the
highest proton conductivity. Usually, the B species are tetrava-
lent and are coordinated to six oxygen atoms in octahedral
arrangements, while the A cations are located in the cavities
formed by the tridimensional network of the corner-sharing
octahedra. In such compounds, proton incorporation is achieved
following a two-step procedure. In the first step, a given amount
of tetravalent B centers are doped by trivalent species. This
determines the formation of one oxygen vacancy per couple of
doping cations introduced in the solid matrix. In the second
step, water vapor is steamed on the doped material, so producing
structural OsH groupsshaving acidic propertiessby the fol-
lowing dissociative water adsorption:

H2O(g) + VO
•• + OO

X a 2OHO
• (1)

Protons bound to reticular oxygen atoms are in this way
introduced into the host matrix and proton diffusion is mainly
driven by the phonon-assisted dynamics7,8 of adjacent proton
sharing oxygen atoms.9,10 Accordingly, the mechanism of
protonic conduction is strongly affected by local distortions
interesting the proton environment and involving in particular

the doped B-sites,3 for this reason becoming of fundamental
importance to the study of the local environment surrounding
the doped sites.7

Yttrium-doped barium cerate is the reference compound for
the perovskite-type proton conductors. The effect of yttrium
doping followed by water absorption on the crystalline barium
ceratestructurehasmostlybeenstudiedbyneutrondiffraction.11-16

Knight attributed the structure of undoped barium cerate at room
temperature to the Pmcn space group, with an a+ b- b- tilt
system17 of the CeO6 octahedra.16 The Pmcn space group was
demonstrated to hold also at low yttrium doping level, while a
tentative site for the proton was individuated, at the liquid helium
temperature, in correspondence with a bent hydrogen located
between two oxygen atoms, both belonging to the same
octahedron.18 Takeuchi et al. determined that the space group
of hydrated BaCe1-xYxO3-(x)/(2) remains Pmcn for x < 0.1,
whereas for x > 0.1, the structure mostly turns to the monoclinic,
I2/m space group.19 In a recent neutron scattering study,
Malavasi et al. confirmed that the I2/m space group holds for
BaCe0.8Y0.2O2.9, ranging from room temperature up to 773 K.20

At higher temperatures, the crystalline structure at first shifts
to orthorhombic symmetry, with space group Imna, then to
rhombohedral and cubic symmetries, as the oxide loses the
hydration water.

While most studies concern the long-range average structure,
the local arrangement of perovskite-type protonic conductors
was not thoroughly investigated. Only in the most recent years
have X-ray absorption (XAS) studies, especially focused on
dopants, investigated the environment of yttrium,21,22 indium,23

and gadolinium24 in barium cerate. In particular, it was
demonstrated that Y3+ cations induce axial distortions in the
neighboring octahedral-coordinated oxygen atoms that are still
effective at 750 K and are therefore related to the peculiar
interaction of yttrium with the barium cerate host matrix. Kreuer
pointed out that nonhomogeneity of the oxygen network can
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hinder proton mobility3 and actually, at liquid nitrogen tem-
perature, the XANES region of the XAS pattern is consistent
with a local structure modification with respect to the dry sample
that is likely associated with the preferential insertion of
hydroxyl groups in the vicinity of the doped B-sites. A strong
dopant-hydroxyl interaction was also observed by quasi-elastic
neutron scattering experiments on Yb-doped strontium cerate.25

Kreuer proposed that the observed variation, by magnitude
orders, of the conductivity of barium zirconate as a function of
the type of the inserted dopant should be ascribed to the
modification of the oxide electronic structure that influences the
lattice vibrations and/or the oxide basicity. According to this
point of view, a modification of the proton-oxygen chemical
bond could be the predominant source of hindrance on the
proton mobility.26,27 As recently proposed by Björketun et al.,
a computational analysis can be useful to discriminate between
the structural and electronic factors, influencing the proton
mobility in the perovskite-type oxides.28 With respect to this,
several computational approaches investigated barium cerate
systems29,30 and other perovskite-like protonic conductors31-34

by parametrized potentials for long-range and short-range
interactions, while the shell model was used to simulate ionic
polarization and the Mott-Littleton approach to model defects.
LCAO within the Local Density Approximation (LDA) to model
Kohn-Sham potential were also used,35,36 while repulsion
energies were derived from short-range potentials whose
parameters were optimized on the difference between the energy
band structures of the corresponding crystalline system and the
energy calculated with SCF-LDA.37 Finally, other studies28 were
mainly aimed at describing the local hydrogen properties. The
works above made use of structure fragments to model local
defects, corresponding to the substitution of tetravalent cations
or hydroxyl groups into octahedral sites, and, in order to
reproduce the crystalline structure, applied periodic boundary
conditions (PBC). Supercells were also exploited to take into
account dopant, defect, and proton concentration changes.

In the present work, we studied performing several geo-
metrical optimizations of quite large fragments and using
different quantum chemical (QC) approaches, BaCeO3 and
Y:BaCeO3 clusters, which were cut starting from neutron
scattering structures whose space groups belonged to the
monoclinic (I2/m) and to the orthorhombic (Pmcn) systems. This
procedure was followed to discriminate between the occurrence
between the two space groups while, to investigate the effects
of the dopant species a Pmcn, In:BaCeO3 fragment was also
taken into consideration. In particular, we tried to avoid technical
procedures introducing structural artifacts. Hence, we choose
to not apply QC-PBC methods in studying the local environ-
ments of structural defects because in that case, the latter could
result in artificial repeats in a regular manner all over the 3D-
space, probably introducing cooperative physical effects hard
to be rationalized. As a consequence, a cluster approach,38

involving suitable geometry optimization strategies, and local
electronic investigations, including the Mulliken charge ana-
lysis39-41 (M-ca) and the Partial Density of States (P-DOS)42 in
the frame of the C-Squared Population Analysis43 (C-SPA), were
employed.

The C-SPA approach is discussed with the model properties,
the basis sets and the computational methods in the Models and
Computational Details section, whereas in the Results and
Discussion section it is shown that the applied protocol allows
one to find a reasonable explanation of the octahedral X:BaCeO3

site properties, with a good compromise between the reached
computational information and the needed computational time.

Models and Computational Details

After preliminary calculations,44 we chose the starting cluster
geometries of the model systems investigated in this work,
extracting them from the crystalline structures refined by neutron
diffraction and belonging to the I2/m or Pmcn space groups,
generally attributed to the room temperature perovskite
arrangements.18,19 In order to avoid cutoff truncation outcomes
affecting the calculated properties of the B-site local environ-
ment, a large crystal fragment of suitable geometry was
chosenssee Figure 1.

The symmetry of the cut assured the absence of a dipole
moment on the resulting systems, while the composition of the
fragment �:Ba8Ce26O62 for � ) Ce corresponds to a null-
charged singlet-state Ba8Ce26O62 system, attributing to the
involved atoms the formal charges that they have in the
crystalline structure. The doped fragments, invariably considered
as hydrated and locally unprotonated, were calculated by a
multiplicity equal to 1 and a resulting charge equal to -1. The
latter has to be saturated in future studies, including the protonic
species, to deepen the proton diffusion mechanism. A model
system including two yttrium atoms, Y2:Ba8Ce25O62, was also
considered as discussed in the section concerning the orthor-
hombic yttrium-doped systems. In this case, the charge was
posed equal to 0 and the multiplicity to 1 while the second Y
was bounded to the O labeled as 4 in Figure 2.

Along the calculations, the positions of the barium atoms and
of the centers included in the �O6 octahedral moiety of the
starting fragmentsfrom now on also called central octahedrons
have been optimized keeping fixed to the crystalline structure
coordinates,18,19 the remaining species belonging to the external
frame. An analogous partial-optimization approach was recently

Figure 1. �:Ba8Ce26O62 fragment: Ba, Ce and O centers are in blue,
purple, and red, respectively; the � site (� ) Ce, Y, In) inside the
central octahedral moiety is in green.

Figure 2. Details on the optimized atom moieties extracted from the
larger model fragment represented in Figure 1. The central atom (� )
Ce, Y, In) is the zeroth one and is not explicitly pointed out, while
two parallel numberings characterize Ba (1-8) and O (1-6) atoms.
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applied to different solid-state systems, obtaining reliable
results.42,45,46

Figure 2 shows the detail of the Ba8�O6 moiety, hereafter
called the central cluster, that was relaxed along the optimiza-
tions. As already mentioned, PBC protocols were not applied
to the present study, in this way avoiding the typical ordered
structural replicas characterizing the periodic applications. The
average crystal structure observed by diffraction is produced
by the insertion of dopants in the B-sites of barium cerate and
depends on the dopant concentration. Therefore, it is assumed
that in the present model, the Ba8�O6 central cluster relaxes in
the environment of the average structure experimentally ob-
served, and therefore the rigid external frame brings about in
an average way the interaction with the matrix.

The Gaussian03 (G03) suite of programs47 was employed to
perform the calculations in the frame of the HF and DFT
paradigms.40,41 In detail, HF and DFT B3LYP hybrid energy
functional48sthe latter inside an ONIOM environment49swere
employed for the geometry optimizations, after the G03 standard
convergence criteria. Moreover, the SCF component of the
calculation was performed by a linear minimum search method,
followed, if needed, by quadratic minimum search method,50

always using the G03 standard convergence criteria. Unless
expressly stated, the multiplicity of the systems was fixed to
1si.e., closed shell systems were mostly considered.

In the calculations of the geometric and energetic properties
of the �:Ba8Ce26O62 fragments, the O atoms belonging to the
central octahedron and the external cagessee Figures 1 and
2swere described by the 6-31+G(d,p)51 and 3-21G52 basis set,
respectively. The SBKJC VDZ ECP53 pseudopotential was used
for the Ce atoms. The SBKJC VDZ ECP and the CRENBL
ECP54 pseudopotentials were used separately in different
optimizations for the Ba atoms, while the SBKJC VDZ ECP
(� ) Y, In) basis sets, if not otherwise specified, were employed
to describe the central � atoms. The Stuttgart RSC 1997 ECP55

(� ) Y) and the aug-cc-pV5Z-PP56 (� ) In) pseudopotentials
were also applied. Different pseudopotentials for the same
centers were used, as detailed in the following Results and
Discussion section, along different geometry optimizations in
order to test their suitability in studying the title materials. An
orbital analysis was also performed on the calculated BaCeO3

derivatives through the inspection of Partial DOS (P-DOS). The
latter was performed considering the orbital population as
obtained by the C-SPA43 procedure, using an homemade code.
In this, applying the Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals
(LCAO) approximation, the molecular orbital (MO) φi, relative
to the eigenvalue εi of a given system, is defined as follows:

φi ) ∑
j

cji�j (1a)

where �j is the jth atomic orbital (AO) into the involved system
and cji is the coefficient of �j in the φi linear combination. The
contribution, FR,i, of the Rth AO to the φi MO can be defined
as:

FR,i ) cR,i
2 ( ∑

j

cji
2)-1 (2)

while the contribution to the same MO of a given cluster of
atoms A is given by:

FA,i ) ∑
R∈A

cRi
2 ( ∑

j

cji
2)-1 (3)

Equations 2 and 3 allow one to isolate and compare the
electronic contributions to single molecular orbitals or to

molecular orbital arrangements corresponding to a given bin
(∆εi), fixing the discrete energy units in the DOS analysis. A
continuous function F(ε) is achieved by convolution of fixed-
width Lorentzian functions weighted by FA,i and centered on εi.

Results and Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, computational approaches to
the perovskite derivatives presently reported in literature have
employed parametrized potentials,29,30,32,33,35 usually obtained by
fits of diffraction results relative to reference materials. These
potentials allowed one to calculate properties of systems as large
as hundreds of atoms, but are somewhat constrained by their
developmental procedures, possibly driving the structure opti-
mizations to forced geometry minima. On the contrary, the here-
proposed approach, mainly relying on ab initio HF methods,
should give locally unconstrained results41 on the central cluster,
although it introduces structural and electronic constraints on
the surrounding fixed framework. As we will show, the
considered fragment is, however, large enough and these border
restrictions are not affecting the local properties of the central
Ba8�O6 moiety.

In this section, the arguments are separated considering the
different composition and symmetry, which characterize the �n:
Ba8Ce27-nO62 fragments (� ) Ce, Y, In). At first, the monoclinic
framework is analyzed for the undoped and the yttrium-doped
systems, employing different basis sets for the Ba and the �
atoms. Then, the orthorhombic framework is considered,
distinguishing among the undoped, yttrium-doped, and indium-
doped systems. For the orthorhombic systems, beside the check
of different basis sets, the C-SPA/P-DOS analysis and the M-ca
procedure are also outlined.

Monoclinic Framework. The average structure of hydrated
BaCe1-xYxO3-(x)/(2)swith 0.15 < x < 0.25sis mostly arranged
in the I2/m monoclinic space group.19 The atomic positions, as
determined by refining the neutron powder diffraction (NPD)
data taken at room-temperature in the I2/m space group,19 were
considered in order to study the Y- and Ce- centered clusters.

Ce-Centered Cluster in the Monoclinic Framework. In the
geometry optimization, the Ce atom inside the central octahedron
was treated by the SBKJC VDZ ECP basis setssupplying for
the cerium atom 12 valence electronsswhile the Ba atoms were
treated both by the SBKJC VDZ ECP and CRENBL ECP basis
sets. Relevant relaxed distance and angle values are reported
in the last two columns of Table 1; while the corresponding
experimental findings relative to NPD and EXAFS, respectively,
are summarized in the first two. The experimental values
determined at room-temperature by NPD analysis were used
as starting input in the SBKJC and CRENBL optimizations.
The “refined” |∆E |, calculated as the difference between the
energy of the optimized geometry and the energy of the
geometry corresponding to the starting NPD structures,19

determined at the same calculation level, resulted comparable
for the SBKJC and the CRENBL optimization, being ∆E equal
to -0.03 and -0.04 au, respectively.

The sets of oxygen atoms {5,1,6,2}, {4,6,3,5}, and {3,1,4,2}
single out three different planes, crossing at the central cerium
atom, both before and after the calculations and irrespective of
the basis set employed in the latter. In each of these planes,
two couples of oxygen atoms, together with the cerium atom,
individuate two incident lines, making two opposite-to-the-
vertex pair of angles. Taking into account that no constraints
are imposed on the optimized atomic coordinates, this result
demonstrates that the atomic arrangement of the central cluster
fits into the average long-range structure determined by dif-
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fraction without large local distortion. A similar result holds
true also for the Ce-Ba interactions. However, in contrast with
the diffraction analysis, the structure relaxation following the
optimization introduces an axial distortion in the CeO6 octahe-
dron. Finally, the SBKJC VDZ ECP and the CRENBL ECP,
which for the barium atoms respectively provide 2 and 10
valence electrons, show quite similar results, although the latter
seems to accentuate the axial distortion around the oxygen
octahedral site.

Y-Doped Cluster in the Monoclinic Framework. To study
the modifications induced into the structure by substituting the
octahedral cation, we performed a geometrical optimization by
considering the same basis set used in the preceding section,
substituting the inner Ce atom of the central octahedron with
one Y atom. The starting geometry was the same as in the
previous calculation. With respect to this point, it must to be
stressed that the NPD crystallographic analysis cannot distin-
guish yttrium and cerium, being just able to point outsby using
information on the relative atomic abundance characterizing the
involved materialsthe average positions of the cations that
occupy the octahedral sites.19

As for the undoped system, two geometrical optimizations
of the same structure were performed, using the SBKJC VDZ
ECP and CRENBL ECP basis sets to describe the Ba atoms.
Relevant distances and angles concerning the monoclinic
Y:Ba8Ce26O62 fragment are reported in Table 2. The relaxation
of the experimental structures, occurring by the optimizations,
produced changes in the distance values below 5%, while the
changes in the angle values were limited to the 2%. The refined
|∆E| value was larger for the SBKJC than for the CRENBL
optimization, being the ∆E values equal to -0.12 au for the

former and -0.05 au for the latter. Hence, for the monoclinic
systems, the refined |∆E| behavior is not systematic with respect
to the level of the considered basis set.

The interesting geometrical properties already observed for
the undoped systems, regarding the pair of opposite aO-Y-O

angles and the dY-O and dY-Ba distances, involving the atoms
of the central octahedron moiety, were still holding in the
Y:Ba8Ce26O62 doped fragment. However, the octahedral axial
distortion in the latter resulted a little smaller than the one
obtained in the calculation of the undoped models site and
therefore the computational outcome does not agree with the
EXAFS result that determined the presence of two Y-O first-
neighbor distances, independently of the Y concentration.

Orthorhombic Framework

Ce-Centered Cluster in the Orthorhombic Framework.
Undoped barium cerate was attributed to the Pmcn (Pnma, in
standard notation) space group, by neutron diffraction taken at
liquid helium temperature.18 To study the system above, the
central octahedron of Figure 2 was included in a Pmcn rigid
cage, thus obtaining the starting structure qualitatively repre-
sented in Figure 1.

As in the preceding sections, the SBKJC and CRENBL
optimizations were performedsfor details on the basis set and
pseudopotential employed in the calculations, see Table 3.
Moreover, to take account of correlation effects, without
increasing the computational cost, a third geometrical optimiza-
tion was performed, following ONIOM prescriptions. In this,
the Ba8Ce27O62 fragment was fractioned in two layers: the
Ba8CeO6 and the Ce26O56 fragments. The former (model system),

TABLE 1: Relevant Geometrical Parameters Characterizing
the Central Octahedron Environment of the Undoped
Monoclinic, I2/m BaCeO3, Fragment

distancesa/pm NPDb EXAFSc SBKJCd CRENBLd

dCe-O1 225 230 230
dCe-O2 225 230 230
dCe-O3 223 224 218
dCe-O4 223 224 218
dCe-O5 225 226 220
dCe-O6 225 226 220
<dCe-O> 224 227 227 223
dCe-Ba1 389 395 384
dCe-Ba2 373 394 381
dCe-Ba3 382 377 369
dCe-Ba4 379 376 370
dCe-Ba5 379 376 370
dCe-Ba6 382 377 369
dCe-Ba7 373 394 381
dCe-Ba8 389 395 384
<dCe-Ba> 381 381 386 376

angles/(deg) NPD EXAFS SBKJC CRENBL

aO1-Ce-O5 89.1 89.1 89.1
aO2-Ce-O3 89.6 88.7 88.4
aO3-Ce-O5 91.9 91.3 90.6

a For the atomic labeling see Figure 2. b Neutron powder
diffraction parameter values as determined at room-temperature by
Takeuchi et al.19 These geometrical parameters were also used as
starting input in the optimizations whose results are summarized in
the SBKJC and CRENBL columns. c Results at liquid nitrogen
temperature reported by Giannici et al.22 d The SBKJC and
CRENBL labels refer to the SBKJC VDZ ECP and CRENBL ECP
basis sets used for the Ba atoms, respectively. The basis sets of the
other atoms were maintained constant in the calculationsssee
Models and Computational Details section.

TABLE 2: Relevant Geometrical Parameters Characterizing
the Central Octahedron Environment of the Yttrium-Doped
Monoclinic, I2/m Y:BaCeO3, Fragment

distancesa/pm NPDb EXAFSc SBKJCd CRENBLd

dY-O1 225 235 229
dY-O2 225 235 229
dY-O3 223 229 225
dY-O4 223 229 225
dY-O5 225 231 229
dY-O6 225 231 229
<dY-O> 224 226 231 227
dY-Ba1 389 388 379
dY-Ba2 373 386 376
dY-Ba3 382 366 369
dY-Ba4 379 366 371
dY-Ba5 379 366 371
dY-Ba6 382 366 369
dY-Ba7 373 386 376
dY-Ba8 389 388 379
<dY-Ba> 381 377 377 374

angles/(deg) NPD EXAFS SBKJC CRENBL

aO1-Y-O5 89.1 89.5 89.9
aO2-Y-O3 89.6 89.0 89.3
aO3-Y-O5 91.9 90.8 91.4

a For the atomic labeling see Figure 2. b Neutron powder
diffraction parameter values as determined at room-temperature by
Takeuchi et al.19 These geometrical parameters were also used as
starting input in the optimizations whose results are summarized in
the SBKJC and CRENBL columns. c Results at 120 K reported by
Longo et al.21 The YsO distance reported is the average of two
YsO lengths: 2-fold at 233 pm and 6-fold at 223 pm. d The SBKJC
and CRENBL labels refer to the SBKJC VDZ ECP and CRENBL
ECP basis sets used for the Ba atoms, respectively. The basis sets
of the other atoms were maintained constant in the calculationsssee
Models and Computational Details section.
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corresponding to the central octahedron environment, was
treated at B3LYP level while the latter (real system), surround-
ing the central octahedron environment, was treated at HF level.
The basis sets used were the ones employed in the SBKJC
treatment.

For the Pmcn BaCeO3 fragment system, the refined |∆E| value
was smaller in the SBKJC than in the CRENBL approach, being
∆E for the former -0.02 au and for the latter -0.08 au. Table
3 shows relevant experimental and calculated orthorhombic
barium cerate distances and angles. Beside few overestimated
ONIOM and SBKJC distances and in addition the ONIOM
<dCe-Ba> average value, it is clear that the calculated CesO
and CesBa distances as well as the OsCesO angles are in
agreement with the corresponding NPD18 and EXAFS results.22

As for the monoclinic systems, it is here remarked that the pairs
of angles and distances opposite to the Ce vertex in the CeO6

octahedron remains in pairs equal in the relaxed structure, like it
is imposed by the Pmcn symmetry. This property is observed also
within the less fitting SBKJC and ONIOM approaches while,
straightforwardly, the CRENBL calculation well reproduces the
whole experimental findings. Other comparisons with calculated
results finally show good agreement with the CesO distance found
for an orthorhombic structure by Glockner et al.29 (225 pm) and
an understandable disagreement with the same CesO distance
found by Glockner et al.,29 Wu et al.30 and Munch et al.35 for cubic
structures (220 ÷ 221 pm).

Y-Doped Cluster in the Orthorhombic Framework. Also
in this case, the central octahedron fragment was optimized

considering two different basis sets for the Ba atoms: SBKJC
and CRENBL model systems. The refined |∆E| value is smaller
for the SBKJC than for the CRENBL optimization, being ∆E
for the former -0.04 au and for the latter -0.10 au. Besides
the SBKJC VDZ ECP used for both of the above systems, the
Y atom was also described by the Stuttgart RSC 1997 ECP
basis set when the CRENBL parametrization was used for the
Ba atom: CS1, CS2, and CS3 model systems.

Although the SBKJC and the Stuttgart basis sets include for
the yttrium atom the same number, i.e. 11, of valence electrons
the latter involves a larger number of Gaussian functions,
accounting for diffuse and polarization effects, which for this
and for taking into consideration also relativistic effects give a
more accurate description of the electronic properties.

Therefore, by using CS1, we intended to investigate the effect
of a higher level basis set on the inner atom of the central
octahedron. Both the charge and multiplicity state of the
fragment were unchanged in the CS1 system with respect to
those employed in the SBKJC and CRENBL approaches.
Conversely, by the CS2 approach, we investigated the effect of
the change of the system multiplicity state, imposing the triplet-
state to the Y:Ba8Ce26O62 doped fragment. Finally, by the CS3
approach, we analyzed the effects of a larger atom cluster
optimization, including in the latter the Ce atoms directly linked
to the O atoms of the central octahedronssee Figures 1 and 2.
In order to analyze the Y-doped system, we also considered a
bisubstituted fragment: Y2:Ba8Ce25O62, which was treated by
the CS1 approach, managing the second Y atom even by the
more performing Stuttgart RSC 1997 ECP basis set. This system
was labeled Y-2.

The starting geometry used to calculate the Y:BaCeO3

derivatives was the NPD one already used for the orthorhombic
BaCeO3 derivative. Relevant distances and angles of the Pmcn
Y:BaCeO3 fragments and related experimental findings are
reported in Table 4. The introduction of the higher level basis
set used for the Y atom in the CS1 approach did not carried
significant variation on the optimized geometrical parameter
values while on the whole, computational (SBKJC, CRENBL,
CS1)andexperimental results revealedasatisfyingagreementssee
Table 2 for the NPD values.

The agreement is obtained although the model disregards
some inferences, originating by the EXAFS analysis.21 The latter
have indeed suggested that, due to the introduction of dopant
species in the BaCeO3 derivatives, structural vacancy defects,
not considered in the model, may occur. It is interesting to notice
that both the experimental and the computational results agree
in pointing out a slight contraction of the barium shell toward
the yttrium species. This is likely due to the reduced positive
charge characterizing the doped sitessee Electronic Population
Analysis section. The CS2 column of Table 4 reports the
geometrical parameters found, performing the fragment calcula-
tion at the triplet-state.

In this case, the Y-O distances does not differ from those
obtained when a closed-shell system is taken into consideration,
while the Y-Ba distances are split in two groups formed by
six and two distances of ∼380 and 355 pm, respectively. The
two sets of YsO distances observed by EXAFS21 and attributed
to an axial elongation of the YO6 octahedron, were not
reproduced by the computational approaches. The length inho-
mogeneity could be experimentally produced by the structural
vacancy defects above and/or by other local distortion that were
not taken into consideration by the models so far described.
The disagreement is indeed intriguing, being the YsO distance
inhomogeneity present at temperatures as high as 773 K, also

TABLE 3: Relevant Geometrical Parameters Characterizing
the Central Octahedron Environment of the Undoped
Orthorhombic, Pmcn BaCeO3, Fragment

distancesa/pm NPDb EXAFSc SBKJCd CRENBLd ONIOMe

dCe-O1 225 227 224 226
dCe-O2 225 227 224 226
dCe-O3 224 228 224 228
dCe-O4 224 228 224 228
dCe-O5 225 228 224 228
dCe-O6 225 228 224 228
<dCe-O> 225 227 228 224 227
dCe-Ba1 391 380 383 387
dCe-Ba2 377 400 387 404
dCe-Ba3 369 374 368 385
dCe-Ba4 384 383 378 390
dCe-Ba5 384 383 378 390
dCe-Ba6 369 374 368 385
dCe-Ba7 377 400 387 404
dCe-Ba8 391 380 383 387
<dCe-Ba> 380 381 384 379 392

angles/(deg) NPD EXAFS SBKJC CRENBL ONIOM

aO1-Ce-O5 89.0 91.3 90.1 92.0
aO2-Ce-O3 91.6 89.7 90.8 91.2
aO3-Ce-O5 90.4 90.5 91.4 90.0

a For the atomic labeling see 2. b Neutron powder diffraction
parameter values as determined at liquid helium temperature by
Knight.18 These geometrical parameters were also used as starting
input in the optimizations whose results are summarized in the
SBKJC, CRENBL, and ONIOM columns. c Results at liquid
nitrogen temperature reported by Giannici et al.22 d The SBKJC and
CRENBL labels refer to the SBKJC VDZ ECP and CRENBL ECP
basis sets used for the Ba atoms, respectively. The basis sets of the
other atoms were maintained constant in the calculationsssee
Models and Computational Details section. e In the ONIOM
calculation the optimized Ba8CeO6 model system, including the
central octahedron, was treated at B3LYP level while the remaining
Ce26O56 real system was treated at HF level, the basis sets used
were the same used in the SBKJC optimization.
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under very different hydration conditions.21 It is finally interest-
ing to observe that the relaxation of a larger atom cluster (Y:
Ba8Ce6O6 instead of Y:Ba8O6), taken into consideration by the
CS3 approach, did not increase the reliability of the optimization
performance, managing the Y:Ba8Ce26O62 fragment. This result
is however not surprising and already it was observed, com-
putationally treating large fragment of zeolite materials.49 In the
calculation so far considered, it can be observed the same
geometrical properties, characterizing pairs of angles and
distances opposite to the Y atom inside the central octahedron.
However, in this case, the axial distortion is smaller than that
shown by the related monoclinic system.

The Y-2 model was investigated in order to find a possible
origin of the bimodal distribution pointed out by the EXAFS
results,21 which were not reproduced hitherto by any of the
considered models. For this, considering the structure optimized
by the CS1 approach, at first we performed a preliminary
calculation in which the position of the second yttrium
(introduced by substitution of the Ce atom linked to O4) and
its octahedral oxygen environment were allowed to optimize
then, starting from the locally rebalanced structure, the central
octahedron and the barium atoms were relaxed as usual. By
this naiVe procedure, the sets of oxygen planes {5,1,6,2},
{4,6,3,5}, {3,1,4,2}, and the characteristic symmetry around the
yttrium inside the central octahedron were as expected lost.

Analyzing the results on the Y-2 system above and being
aware of the limits of the procedure followed, it is possible to
attempt a rationalization of the YsO bimodal distance sets
around 233 and 223 pm, with weight (2)/(3) and (1)/(3),

respectivelysdetermined by the EXAFS approaches applied to
Y:BaCeO3 derivatives.21 In fact, three characteristic YsO
distances, having different statistical weights, can be recognized
in the column Y-2 of Table 4; that is ∼220, 230, and 240 pm,
being the longest and the shortest distance on the same line
including the two Y atoms present in the Y2:Ba8Ce25O62

fragment. Considering the longest and shortest distances as
constituting two different groups of offset-points in the dY-O

main-distance-set (with value around 230 pm), we could infer
that an input to the experimental YsO distance distribution
could be given by a bimodal spread on the main-distance-set,
originated by the clustering of the YsOsY local arrangements.

Concerning this, it can be argued that the YsOsY config-
uration includes a larger number of Ba atoms in the average Y
coordination shell, with respect to that of the YsOsCe
configuration. Since the Debye-Waller factor can be regarded
as a parameter measuring the static disorder around a scattering
center, the hypothesis that the local disorder, caused by the Y
clustering, could generate the apparent bimodal YsO distribu-
tion is also supported by the higher Debye-Waller factor value
experimentally found (in the doped system) for the YsBa
coordination shell,21 with respect of that found (in the undoped
system) for the CesBa coordination shell.22

In-Doped Cluster in the Orthorhombic Framework. In
contrast with yttrium, that has a solubility limit of ∼15% of
the available B sites of BaCeO3, indium can be inserted into
the barium cerate matrix in any amount, producing eventually
a change in the symmetry of the In:BaCeO3 mixed oxide. At
low indium concentration, the doped oxide is still orthorhombic,
with space group Pmcn.

Calculations on one Pmcn In:Ba8Ce26O62 fragment were
performed in order to investigate the peculiar behavior of indium
hence to compare the electronic properties of yttrium and indium
doped derivatives. Barium cerate In-doped, In:BaCeO3, materials
show indeed important differences with respect to the Y-doped
derivatives, driving as an example the formation of very regular
oxygen and barium neighboring shells and entering in the host
oxide in any amount.23

Relevant distances and angles of the Pmcn In:BaCeO3

fragment and corresponding experimental findings are reported
in Table 5. The CRENBL approach, although showing average
distance values consistent with the experimental ones, in
disagreement with the EXAFS results, shows that both the InsO
and InsBa distances should be characterized by specific
distributions. The anomalous behavior between experimental
and calculated InsO findings is clearly removed increasing the
level of the In basis set: aug-cc-pV5Z-PP, employed in the CVP
approach. In fact, the aug-cc-pV5Z-PP, as the SBKJC ECP basis
set, both provide 21 valence electrons and take account for
relativistic effects. But, at variance with the latter, the former,
which is a correlation-consistent basis set usually employed in
the highest level calculations, includes a very larger number of
diffuse and polarization basis functions.

Like for the other calculated doped and undoped systems,
the geometrical features concerning pairs of angles and distances
opposite to the In atom inside the central octahedron still hold,
when the aug-cc-pV5Z-PP are employed. Finally, it is here
recalled that the calculations on Y- and In-doped systems are
able to capture an important property recently shown by EXAFS
on doped BaCeO3 derivatives23 and pointing out the larger
shrinking of the octahedral oxygens and the surrounding barium
atoms on the indium respecting the yttrium atom.

Electronic Population Analysis. In order to deepen our
insight into the electronic characteristics of the Ba8�O6 moiety,

TABLE 4: Relevant Geometrical Parameters Characterizing
the Central Octahedron Environment of the Yttrium-Doped
Orthorhombic, Pmcn Y:BaCeO3, Fragment

distancesa/pm EXAFSb SBKJCc CRENBLc CS1d CS2d CS3d Y-2e

dY-O1 232 228 228 228 225 226
dY-O2 232 228 228 228 225 228
dY-O3 231 227 227 228 225 220
dY-O4 231 227 227 228 225 237
dY-O5 233 228 228 227 226 228
dY-O6 233 228 228 227 226 230
<dY-O> 226 232 228 228 228 225 228
dY-Ba1 372 377 377 381 364 356
dY-Ba2 391 380 380 380 367 387
dY-Ba3 367 362 362 355 347 356
dY-Ba4 375 373 372 376 362 378
dY-Ba5 375 373 372 376 362 355
dY-Ba6 367 362 362 355 347 363
dY-Ba7 391 380 380 380 367 381
dY-Ba8 372 377 377 381 364 382
<dY-Ba> 376 376 373 373 373 360 370

angles/(deg) EXAFS SBKJC CRENBL CS1 CS2 CS3 Y-2

aO1-Y-O5 88.9 89.9 89.9 89.3 91.6 90.5
aO2-Y-O3 89.5 89.1 90.9 90.4 89.3 92.5
aO3-Y-O5 90.3 90.9 90.9 91.3 91.6 95.1

a For the atomic labeling see Figure 2. b Results at 120 K
reported by Longo et al.21 c The SBKJC and CRENBL labels refer
to the SBKJC VDZ ECP and CRENBL ECP basis sets employed
for the Ba atoms, respectively. The basis sets of the other atoms
were maintained constant in the different calculations and equal to
those employed for the homonym monoclinic systems. d In the CSn
calculations the Y atom was treated by the Stuttgart RSC 1997 ECP
basis set: in the CS1 and CS2 calculations closed-shell singlet-state
and open-shell triplet-state systems were considered while in the
CS3, closed-shell, calculation the Ce atoms linked to the O atoms of
the central octahedron were also relaxed. e The Y2:Ba8Ce25O62

system was treated as the mono substituted CRENBL Y:Ba8Ce26O62

one. The second yttrium atom is linked to the first one through the
O4 atom.
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hence to shed light on the effects of the dopant species on the
corresponding local electronic properties, we applied C-SPA/
P-DOS analysis and M-ca approach on the Pmcn �:Ba8Ce26O62

structures, on systems treated at the same level of calculation,
namely the CRENBL one, in the hypothesis that local electronic
changes could be related to changes in the protonic conduction
properties. The C-SPA/P-DOS procedure was carried out on
the fragment cut corresponding to the orthorhombic structure
because it is characteristic of low-doped compounds and then
can be suitable for the analysis of the noninteracting dopant
sites considered in the present work. The �:Ba8Ce26O62 fragment
was clustered to form four sets of atomic species to be
simultaneously analyzed: (i) the Ba8�O6 moiety (ii) the Ba8

atomic cluster, (iii) the � species, and (iv) the O6 atomic cluster
of the central octahedron. The F Vs. ε curves of these atomic
groups are reported in Figure 3 with the bar representation of
the �:Ba8Ce26O62 fragment eigenstates. The F curves represent
the orbital contribution of a given atomic set, among those
considered, to the MOs characterizing the Ba8�O6 central
moiety, while the abscissa ε fits the energy range considered.

An energy range, close to the HOMO region and interesting
the Ba8�O6 central moiety of the �:Ba8Ce26O62 fragment, is in
the following analyzed. At first, it should be noticed that,
in the considered energy limits, the eigenvalue ranges of the
whole �:Ba8Ce26O62 fragment, singularly individuated by the
red bars, are roughly coincident with the P-DOS peak widths
of the selected atomic sets belonging to the Ba8�O6 moiety.
Moreover, the presence of two characteristic peaks can at first
be observed in Figure 3. These are centered at ca. - 38.0 and
- 19.0 eV and correspond to MOs almost entirely constructed
with the Ba8 atomic orbitals, independently of the � cation.

Concerning the Y-doped system, it can be noticed that the
yttrium together with the barium and oxygen AOs are the main

contributors to the MOs corresponding to the eigenvalues in
the range from -15.0 to -6.0 eV. Conversely, in the undoped
systems, the cerium atom of the central octahedron clearly gives
a smaller contribution to the MOs in this energy range as well
as in the remaining range here analyzed. Interestingly, the MOs
related to the eigenvalues in the range starting from ∼-6.0 eV
up to the HOMO region are entirely attributable to the barium
AOs in the undoped systems, while in the Y-doped system, the
same MOs seem to be produced by a mixing of barium and
yttrium AOs. The CRENBL C-SPA/P-DOS plot of the In-doped
system seems to strictly resemble that of the undoped system,
being however the indium AO contribution mainly centered at

TABLE 5: Relevant Geometrical Parameters Characterizing
the Central Octahedron Environment of the Indium-Doped
Orthorhombic, Pmcn In:BaCeO3, Fragment

distancesa/pm EXAFSb CRENBLc CVPd

dIn-O1 213 220
dIn-O2 213 220
dIn-O3 223 220
dIn-O4 223 220
dIn-O5 226 222
dIn-O6 226 222
<dIn-O> 216 221 221
dIn-Ba1 368 370
dIn-Ba2 375 375
dIn-Ba3 352 353
dIn-Ba4 367 367
dIn-Ba5 367 367
dIn-Ba6 352 353
dIn-Ba7 375 375
dIn-Ba8 368 370
<dIn-Ba> 364 365 366

angles/(deg) EXAFS CRENBL CVP

aO1-Y-O5 89.9 90.1
aO2-Y-O3 90.6 89.7
aO3-Y-O5 90.7 89.9

a For the atomic labeling see Figure 2. b Results at liquid nitrogen
temperature reported by Giannici et al.23 c The CRENBL labels refer
to the homonym basis set employed for the Ba atoms. The basis
sets of the other atoms are equal to those already employed in the
CRENBL approaches and are described in the Models and
Computational Details section. d In the CVP calculation the In atom
was treated by the aug-cc-pV5Z-PP basis set as reported in https://
bse.pnl.gov/bse/portal.57

Figure 3. C-SPA/P-DOS analysis of the �:Ba8Ce26O62 fragment treated
by the CRENBL approach: orbital contribution of atomic sets, included
in the Ba8�O6 central cluster (Ba8 group: green line; � atom: blue line;
O6 group: purple line; Ba8�O6 moiety: black line), to the Ba8�O6 MOs
against energy values, F Vs. ε: (a) undoped, (b) Y-doped, (c) In-doped
Pmcn systems. The red bars individuate the i eigenstates of the whole
�:Ba8Ce26O62 fragment. The F lines are obtained by a convolution of
fixed-width Lorentzian curves centered on the energy bin used in the
DOS analysis, being the height proportional to the weight of the AO
set contribution in the bin. The red line on the top shows the border
between HOMO and LUMO.
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∼- 22.7 eV, where the MOs seem to be entirely determined
by the same indium AOs.

Moreover, the substitution of cerium with yttrium atoms
seems to localize a negative charge on the doped sites.21

Following the M-ca procedure, this characteristic is plainly
captured by our calculations, which show a decrease (toward
negative values) of the Mulliken charge on the Y-substituted
site by ∼- 4.1 au, referring to the CRENBL results, see Table
6. Interestingly, this strong effect is not observed for the In-
doped fragment, which conversely is characterized by a very
smaller change of the charge (-0.3 au) on the indium site in
respect of the undoped one.

Therefore, with the caution that has to be deserved in
considering and comparing Mulliken charges, we can infer a
substantially different local behavior of In-doped and Y-doped
materials. The speculation above is supported by the observation
that all of the saturated oxygens, except the octahedral ones,
have very similar Mulliken charge (on the average - 0.8 ( 0.1
au), irrespective of the �:Ba8Ce26O62 fragment considered; while
the Mulliken charge of the oxygens on the central octahedron
has a characteristic and constant behavior oppositely related to
that of the charge of the central atom inside it. The average
charge difference on the oxygens surrounding yttrium and
indium, taking the average charge of the oxygens neighboring
cerium as zero, is indeed ∼0.1 and -0.1 au,58 see Table 6. These
findings are in agreement with a higher local basicity of the
�O6 moiety, in the case of In with respect to Y derivatives.
Finally, it is observed in passing that the Mulliken charge
distribution on the Ba atoms is more scattered than that on the
O atoms.

The analysis on the Mulliken charges above and the inspec-
tion of Figure 3 allow us to explain the larger miscibility and
the lower conductivity of indium respecting yttrium atoms in
the BaCeO3 perovskite structures.21,23 Concerning the miscibility,
it can be argued that indium, although inducing local shrinking
distortions, caused by its smaller size, could be introduced in
the BaCeO3 materials in any amount since its AOs seem to
behave like those of the Ce atomssee the Ce and In contribution
to the large peak around -10 eV in Figure 3. An opposite
behavior is conversely shown by the yttrium center that strongly
interacts with the neighboring oxygen and barium atoms and

induces local isotropic expansion of the surrounding octahedron
environment: dY-O ) 233 pmssee note b of Table 4. This could
contribute to the experimentally observed structural instability,
producing unmixing phenomenassee belowsin the Y:BaCeO3

compounds.22

With respect to the conductivity, it can be inferred that the
contraction of the central octahedron, namely of the octahedron
including the dopant, observed in the case of the In:BaCeO3

derivatives should cause a reduced ability in the proton transport,
occurring by interoctahedral proton relocations.33 This fact
coupled with the higher electron charge, determined by M-ca,
on the oxygens surrounding the indium atom in respect to the
yttrium one, easily could explain the reduced conductivity of
the In-doped materials,21,23 since the smaller doped octahedron
should have limited exchange capability with neighboring
octahedrons (even more limited if the latter were also doped
and as a consequence smaller) while the higher negative charge
should even increase the resistance of the proton diffusion from
the same In-doped octahedrons. Moreover, a proton moving
from one oxygen of the latter to one of an undoped octahedron
has to overcome an unfavorable charge gradientsprotons have
actually to move toward more positive sitessat variance with
the event involved in the proton displacement from the oxygens
of the Y-doped to the oxygens of the undoped octahedrons. This
is in agreement with the interpretation proposed by Kreuer,3

which directly relates the conductivity of a doped BaCeO3

material to the basicity variations of the oxygen octahedral
environments.

Summarizing, the oxygen net, one of the BaCeO3 perovskite
derivatives, defines a complex allocation matrix for the structural
protons. This allows one to hypothesize the existence of an
extended conformational space, defining the proton placement
in the X:BaCeO3 material bulk: the former will be investigated
in a following work. However, it is already possible to
hypothesize that preferred placements on the oxygen site in the
octahedral arrangementsin the order: InO6 > CeO6 > YO6sas
well as preferential interoctahedral diffusion waysin the order:
YO6f CeO6 > CeO6f CeO6 > InO6f CeO6scan prevail for
protons belonging to BaCeO3 perovskite derivatives. The
preferential placement behavior here proposed is in agreement
with that, reproducing the experimental trend, already found
by Björketun et al.28 And, on the whole, our results also confirm
the unifying view28 for which both the association of the protons
with discrete sites25 and the basicity27 of the same sites play a
basis role in the conductivity phenomena.

Final considerations deserve the unmixing phenomena char-
acterizing the Y:BaCeO3 materials.21 Figure 4 reports the F Vs. ε
plot of the Y2:Ba8Ce25O62 fragment. The main characteristics
concern the presence of two broad bands in the ranges, from
-40 to -35 eV and -28 to -10 eV, respectively, and the shift
to lower energy values of the bands that we attributed to effects
produced by the barium AOs. In fact, the two broad bands have
the same propertiessspecifically a large mix of Ba, O, and Y
AOssof the band centered at ∼- 10 eV already found when
considering the monodoped Y fragment. More interestingly, a
remarkable contribution of the lateral Y atom is also found in
these bands. Of course, a symmetric behavior, here not shown,
of the central Y AOs is observed on the MOs formed by yttrium,
barium, and oxygen atoms defining the lateral Y atom environ-
ment. These interactions, in presence of high percentage of
yttrium atoms in barium cerate matrices, reinforce the structural
instability mentioned above and could be straightforwardly
related to the occurrence of YO6 moieties’ clustering, which
could induce the experimentally observed unmixing phenomena

TABLE 6: Mulliken Charges Determined by the CRENBL
Approach for Relevant Centers of the �:Ba8Ce26O62

Fragments

centera
Mulliken charge/au.

� ) Ce � ) Y � ) In

Ba1 -0.3 0.0 -0.15
Ba2 0.4 0.6 0.4
Ba3 0.10 0.4 0.2
Ba4 -0.14 0.15 -0.16
Ba5 -0.14 0.15 -0.16
Ba6 0.10 0.4 0.2
Ba7 0.4 0.6 0.4
Ba8 -0.3 0.0 -0.14
� 2.8 -1.3 2.5
O1 -1.4 -1.3 -1.5
O2 -1.4 -1.3 -1.5
O3 -1.4 -1.3 -1.5
O4 -1.4 -1.3 -1.5
O5 -1.4 -1.3 -1.5
O6 -1.4 -1.3 -1.5
<O>b -0.8 -0.8 -0.8

a For the atom numbering, see Figure 2. b The average value was
taken on the charges of the saturated nonoctahedral oxygens; the
standard deviation is constant ((0.1), irrespective of �.
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of the Y:BaCeO3 derivatives, with production of yttrium and
barium oxide species.21

Conclusions

The size of the suggested fragment was shown to be a good
compromise between the physical consistency of the calculated
model results and the computational resources employed to get
them. The computational findings concerning the same com-
pounds belonging to the Pmcn and I2/m space groups would
seem to point to a better agreement of the former with the
experimental results. As a consequence, the incoming study on
the proton diffusion occurring in the title conductors’ models,
at the beginning, will be mainly related to derivatives belonging
to the former space group.

However, it is straightforward that the QC cluster approach
here proposed, even considering large fragments, is not specif-
ically addressable to discriminate among the space groups
inferable for a given material. Nevertheless, the local description
of significant geometrical characteristics, namely distances and
angles, are easily captured also by lower level ECP basis sets
in the frame of the HF paradigm. Concerning this, our approach
allowed us to suggest a possible origin of the bimodal Y-O
distance distribution recently found by EXAFS experiments on
Y-doped BaCeO3 materials. Of course, it is possible to fall into
the analysis of materials, like the In:BaCeO3 derivatives, which
require care in the choice of the basis sets in order to get
structure results in better agreement with the experimental ones.

The use of the ONIOM approach, at least in the formulation
here considered, seems to be discouraged. On the contrary, the
C-SPA/P-DOS analysis and the M-ca procedure, considered
together, would seem able to rationalize both structural and
conducting properties of the doped sites in the BaCeO3

derivatives, on pure electronic basis. In particular: (i) in order
to increase the material conductivity, a dopant species has to
leave unchanged, or even decrease, the local basicity of the
oxygen octahedral environment, while (ii) small structural
changes, not affecting the basicity properties above, seem to
be less effective in producing conductivity modifications. After
these findings, which are in general agreement with the current

views, we intend to extend the here-considered protocolsi.e.,
the QC cluster approach followed by electronic analysis
proceduressto different systems in which structural protons as
well as new basis materials, e.g., BaZrO3, and dopant species,
e.g., Gd, will be considered. Hopefully, these further applications
could confirm the present conclusions and accordingly could
help to develop predictive tools helpful in studying solid
conducting materials.
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